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The city of Pune (Punay), located
approximately one hundred miles
from Bombay, has historically
enjoyed the reputation of being a
cultural and educational center. Pune
is a city of strong traditions, yet,
paradoxically, it has nurtured radicals
who plotted to overthrow the British.
It is the city which saw Gandhi under
house arrest in the last years of the
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British Raj, and where Gandhi's
assassin Godse is still revered by some
fundamentalist Hindu Brahmins. It is ' - - - - - - - . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
involved negotiating through a labyrinth of
home to many independent thinkers. For me, it is the
bureaucracy and red tape. I made my debut into the
hallowed center which reveres education and marks a
world of education as a nai've and idealistic teacher. I
point in time and space where I began my life as an
was a young housewife and mother, with no money
educator.
The late 1960s and early 1970s were very much
and only an undergraduate degree in psychology. I bad
part of the post-independent era that spawned many the fortune to meet Dr. K. B. Virkar, who was a scholar
educators actively seeking to break away from Western
in both Sanskrit and English literature, and as famous
influence, which they perceived as alienating the
for bis English I Sanskrit dictionary as Noah Webster
young from the traditional culture of the land. There
was in America. He inspired me to follow my dreams,
were some, however, who recognized the importance
to help our children get the best of what the Eastern
of both Western and Eastern languages and cultures,
and Western world bad to offer. Several parents bad
and who preferred a bicultural, or even a tricultural,
approached me with the need for a school, and I knew
education for their children. This growing sentiment that it would be a long and bard battle to get financial
coincided with an unusual boom in industries and
support, or even recognition, from the state department
corporate growth. Many young families moving into
ofeducation.
Pune saw the city as a place which would nurture their
I began a journey of discovery into the world of
ambitions and their young. Not surprisingly, education, as a kindergarten teacher, and the
the existing beginnings were bard. We called the school "Abhinava
schools could Vidyalaya," which in Sanskrit means "House of
not absorb Innovative Education." I could manage to get just one
the growing single classroom, with no children's furniture, and only
number
of our imagination to aid us. My very first step was to
children.
visit some of the renowned elementary schools in the
At
this area, including the school which was started by Maria
time. the local Montessori several decades ago. I made careful notes,
J'\Dl \
school system
literally gobbled information, and burned the midnight
.,_
was steeped in oil reading books on pedagogy. I learned nursery
a
corrupt
rhymes and modified my body language to suit the little
political
ones. I sang, danced, and played with them, and I gave
quagmire, and them carefully handwritten progress reports. When the
starti ng
a
kindergarten went on to the first grade, I went along
new school
with them.

''It is home to many independent thinkers.
For me, it is the hallowed center which reveres
education and marks a point in time and
space where I began my life as an educator."
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The second year,
another friend who had a
deep
interest
in
children's education took
over the kindergarten
responsibilities, and I bad
to retool myself to teach
a class of 12 first graders.
This time, I had several
roles to play: I was the
teacher, the janitor, and
the public relations
person, not unlike the
teacher of the singleroom school of the past
in America. Most parents
were cooperative, and
help in maintaining
positive discipline came
from the grandparents.
Some parents were bent
on getting their money's
worth; one of them took
exception to the fact that
I had not completed
teaching every page from
the textbook. Another
was adamant about her
child being seated in the
front row, next to me, the
teacher. I learned along
with my students. I

protocol of getting written permission from them
before we opened a new section of second grade. Had
I followed tradition, our students would have been
the victims of an overcrowded class. Thus began a
series of subversive activities focused on the
educational development of the students. In a very
well-meaning sense, the end j ustified the means. We
just forged ahead.
During the third year of the school, we still had
very little money to pay for a librarian or an
accountant. I loved books then as I stil1 do now. I took
on the additional role of selecting and cataloging
children's books. Some of the all-time favorites were
the Astcrix series by the French writers Uderzo and
Goscinny, translated into English superbly by Anthea
Blake, and the Tin Tin series. We also had Nancy
Drew, the Hardy Boys and the Enid Blyton series. The
children
bad easy access to books in every classroom.
I
What was amazing was that they read until the books
became dog-cared! Some of my most rewarding
moments were when children of their own volition
would drift towards books and get engrossed in them.
I remember the lonely time I spent in writing and
rewriting the curriculum for the K-7 school, when al1
I had was myself to trust to do the best. John Dewey
was just a portrait hanging in the hall of fame, but I
guess I had bis guidance in a strange way. I spent an
by
inordinate amount of time and effort in integrating
the curriculum through language arts, art, music,
science, math and through every learning experience
the children could be provided with. I also remember
the time I decided to simplify and rewntc the entire
The
tau~t my~lf art, . craft, l third-grade history textbook becau c I considered the
cursive wnnng, SCJence, language too complicated for the nine-year-olds. I was
and developed my own severely taken to task by the education officer from
pedagogical knowledge. the state department which mandated the textbooks. I
Very soon, I learned that refused to give in on the grounds that first and
children respond best to foremost I was an educator, and I had done what I
visuals and bands-on experiences and learn best by thought was in the best interests of my students. On
constructing their own knowledge. The children loved the one hand , I could have been guilty of
school. The oldest student in class, Loknath, took on insubordination, and on the other, I could have been
the big buddy role if I needed to be away on an exercising my professional judgement as a teacher,
administrative mission. He enjoyed school so much curriculum developer, and risk-taker. The matter was
that I remember one occasion when be insisted on resolved two years later, when I was invited to serve
1
on the National Center for Textbook and Curriculum
attending school despite a bout of chicken pox.
I followed the children to second and third grade Evaluation. AH this nme, the pressure was on to get
in the ensuing two years. My role expanded to that of my professional training m cducauon. I was fortunate
teaching principal, which meant that I had to screen enough to get the support that I needed to reach that
and hire teachers to work in a school that paid an goal with honors. I could a sure myself that now I
honorarium rather than a salary. At this pomt, we bad was free to learn about what I was already
40 second graders. For the first nme we were fortunate accomplishing intuitively.
The school bad grown by leap and bounds, and
to get two classrooms with enough children's desks.
The logical decision was to seat 20 children in each we had to solve the problems of pace and school
of the classrooms so that teaching would be easier. I personnel. We gave the choice to parents to decide
promptly got into trouble with the state department of whether it was convenient for their children to attend
education, however, because I had not followed the morning school from 8:00 AM until noon , or

''I learned along
with my students.
I taught myself
art, craft, cu.rsive
writing, sdence,
and developed my
own pedagogical
knowledge. Very
soon, learned
that children
respond best to
visuals and handson experiences and
learn best
constructing their
own knowledge.
children foved
school."

I
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afternoon school, from 1 :00 to 5:00 PM. Many
mothers were working mothers, and this arrangement
took into consideration the children's biological
cycles. The children attended a six-day school
because we had to make up on Saturdays. This suited
our teachers, too. Some chose to teach in the
mornings and some in the afternoons. We bad to
provide a third tier of teachers who taught music,
art. physical education,
and other extracurricular
subjects. They would be
present at school from
9:30 AM to 3:30 PM.
"By 1983, the school Fmally,
we bad to ensure
all teachers had time
that
became afull-fledged to consult with each other
and maintain a sense of
K-12 school with
cohesiveness across the
curriculum. We had no
close to 3, ()()()
school for the students on
students and almost
the last day of the month,
and only the teachers met
full-time and
on this day to exchange
notes, socialize, let out
part-time teachers.
steam, and do some
creative thinking. This
Despite the timemonth-end haven also
sharing arrangement provided a forum for
guest speakers, who
brought their expertise in
that we had worked
education,
child
out, space became
development, career
education, and so on.
our next immediate
Recent research
studies on the brain
By this
suggest the capacity that
children have to learn
time, we were given
foreign
languages
effectively when they arc
several acres of land
young. Almost 20 years
back, the children at our
by the cityfathers
school were expected to
and mothers, and
learn four languages by
the time they finished
our architect and
school. In the elementary
grades, they had to learn
builderparents went
m both Marathi, the local
language,
and English,
swing into school the language
of
instruction. Hindi, the
expansion. The
national language, was
dream became a
introduced m grade five
and was maintained
reality.''
until they graduated.
They were expected to
learn German or
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concern.
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Sanskrit for five years
from eighth grade to
twelfth grade. Why
German? Pune is the home
of the Max Mueller Institute
for German Studies, and the
local Bhandarkar Institute for
Oriental Research hosts many
German scholars studying
Vedic or ancient Indian
scriptures. Interestingly, many
of the local industries and
corporations collaborate with
their German counterparts, and
the demand for German was
logical. We have never regretted
the decision.
We were not being funded by the state or the
community. The school was run on the tuition paid
by the parents, and the next thing expected was
accountability. Since the teachers were teaching for
a very small salary, I dared not impose more on them
unless I was prepared to set an example. So, I taught
myself the art and science of maintaining a ledger
and balancing the finances and went on to become
the official accountant. When I was not writing
accounts, being the librarian, or teaching, I spent time
on professionalizing the school with the help of my
colleagues. I remember with reverence the goals, the
objectives, the rules, regulations, and guidelines
handwritten so painstakingly before they went to the
printer. The printer, of course, would be the one who
gave us the best for the least amount of money, or
sometimes for free.
Fund-raising activities followed as naturally as
heart beats. Here, some of our teachers were aweinspiring ! Some of our best years, which almost held
an element of sanctity, were the years we spent on
getting the community involved. The local families
and businesses pledged in cash, in kind, and in
professional services. We raised classroom furniture,
additional land for the school, and money to support
the education of the poor. Parents who were doctors,
dentists, psychologists, architects, interior decorators,
writers, film actors, and artists willingly gave their
time and talents to make the school one of the most
successful schools in the community. It was a time of
optimal experiences: experiences through which we
lost all track of time, which gave us a tremendous
sense of accomplishment, and which blurred the lines
between the personal and the professional into a high
sense of well-being!
By the late 1970s and early 1980s, the school
continued to grow both in size and name, and parents
were clamoring to get their children into the school
by any means. This was .. School Choice" in operation,
BhaJkal

through which parents were exercising their mandate.
If they could not get their children in by
straightforward means, they tried the local politicians.
The school by this time was bursting at its seams, and
we had the additional task of dealing with the
commissioners, the officers, and the ministers. I
became notorious again because I was outspoken and
firm and wanted us to hold on to some semblance of
integrity. We turned this situation to our advantage
without compromising our stand. Even at this stage,
the state department was reluctant to grant us
accreditation, and we bad to face the eventuality of
our first group of tenth graders taking a national
examination, the condition for which was that the
students had to be from a state-accredited school. With
our usual flair for subversiveness, we carefully
documented all evidence of written letters of request
for admission, letters of coercion, and any written
word that would help us get accreditation. If the state
argued that we were not capable of offering a quality
education, we could counterargue that the same
officials were bringing pressure on us to take more
students. It worked! We were accredited, and the
school went on to function without interference.
By 1982, we had a kindergarten section of 600
children, a primary section of 600, a middle school
section of 600, and a secondary section of 500
students. By 1983, the school became a full-fledged
K-12 school with close to 3,000 students and almost
200 fuIJ-time and part-time teachers. Despite the timesharing arrangement that we bad worked out, space
became our next immediate concern. By this time, we
were given several acres of land by the city fathers
and mothers, and our architect and builder parents
went full swing into school expansion. The dream
became a reality.
One of my most memorable experiences at this
time was the visit by two renowned American
educators, Dr. Bruce Joyce and Dr. Beverly Showers,
to the school in Pune. Dr. Joyce is famous for his book
Models of Teaching, which is widely used in the
United States as a textbook in graduate level
curriculum development courses. He continues to hold
professional development workshops for American
educators across the country. I had the opportunity to
work with him for a month when he worked with our
tenth graders developing teaching models in inquiry
learning , concept attainment, and synectics. He
videotaped the whole process and brought the school
to international attention by presenting the videotapes
in his workshops. It was one of the many glories that
our students would eventually bring to the school.
Eight of our first 12 students have completed their
graduate programs in renowned universities in
America and have become responsible professionals.
One of them received her doctorate from the Baylor
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Medical School at Texas in
molecular biology and is

now doing her postdoctoral research at the
University of Washington
at Seattle. She has
accomplished what she
had said she would do in
the essay that she wrote as
part of a third-grade
assignment. All of us
continue to be in close
connection, and the bonds
have become stronger.
As I look back, I
marvel at what we could
achieve despite all odds.
We had very few
resources, the library was
housed in the broom
closet, and we constantly
battled for space, money,
and support. Yet, it was the
power of human hopes and
aspirations and the ability
to focus on a larger cause
and work collaboratively
towards it which tell the
whole story. The school
continues to flourish, and
I continue to teaeh. though
in a different part of the
world. Here, I sense the
same urgency, the same
hopes, and the same vision
which drive all of us.
Interestingly, we deal with
the
same
issues:
establishing
schoolcommunity partnerships,
providing a meaningful
education, and creating an
empowering teachinglearning environment
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